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the u.s. government has now completed a joint analysis of the dnc data with british and french intelligence services, as well as the fbi. it has
also provided a detailed technical analysis of the nsa's most relevant tools as related to the dnc hacks to date. together these provide

"credible" evidence that the same "actors" involved in the dnc breach also "targeted" the election of american president-elect donald trump.
these "actors" included "russian government cyber actors", as well as "russian military-intelligence organizations." in the summer of 2000 i
applied to mit. i had only applied to one school, university of pennsylvania, because i was convinced i would get in. i had always believed

that mit was one of the best engineering schools in the us. i was quite certain that i would get in when i applied. the same for university of
pennsylvania. it was clear to me that i would get in. finally, the games media limited group, the publisher of fight night round 4 and fight

night champion, must be immediately added to the list of groups that have been left holding the digital distribution end of the stick by the
pc games industry. when games such as fnr4 were released, upon their distribution, on xbox live or psn, the applications the games were

downloaded from first had to accept a code from games media limited as a permission to carry out the download. while the common
consumer may be unlikely to notice this, and thus unlikely to object, it still set a precedent which left a bad taste in the mouths of many
consumers who played games such as fnr4 on steam, which did not put code nor a game title in the url of the page they were trying to

download. the blame for that cannot be laid at games media limited's door alone; the games industry in general makes consumers go to
great pains to find cracks or hacks or others ways of bypassing the drm, creating a false sense of security in the consumer and helping to

make their games vulnerable. today's consumers want safe, convenient ways to download and play games, and a high degree of
convenience is something that the pc games industry simply doesnt offer the consumer, and i fail to see how its absence can ever be

remedied. as a result, consumers usually only ever play games on subscription services such as sony entertainment network , xbox live, or
playstation network, as well as on subscriptions bought through retailers such as steam.
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“the world is my
oyster, mom. let’s
roll!” i screamed

just like when i was
a little girl. i spun
the wheels of the
car to true and hit
the pedal hard. i
shot through the
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windshield,
shattering it, as i hit

the back window
with the side of the
explorer. my hands
quickly found the
wheel and i pulled
the car back into

drive. i snapped my
head back around
to see my mom in

the rearview mirror.
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her mouth was a
tight line. she

looked to be saying
everything with her
eyes. i smiled. she
is so amazing. she

is a pillar of
strength and i am
so blessed to have

her in my life. i
pushed a button. i
pumped my arm. i
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was ready to go. we
peeled into the

driveway of the high
school and i shoved
the car into park. i

had once again
used a defensive

driving strategy and
parked us away
from the road,

making the car look
like an abandoned
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junkyard. i jumped
out of the car and
sprinted into the

front of the school. i
had parked on the

north end of
campus. i knew i

would have to run
down the road a
little ways to get

into a parking spot.
i walked quickly
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across the lot. i was
so excited. i could
barely breathe. i
walked into the

main doors of the
school. as i opened
the door to get in,

students were
getting in as well. i
scanned the room
and realized that

there were no
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teachers there. i
could see cameras

set up all over. i
took my place by

the windows. there
were buttons

pressed on the
monitor. i looked at

the clock. it was
10:30 am. i looked
for the clock on the
security camera to
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see the time. the
student's time. my
time. the time i had

to be at mit. so
many emotions. i
wanted to cry. i

wanted to scream. i
wanted to jump up
and down. i wanted
to laugh. i settled

on both shaking and
laughing. i was on
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cloud nine. i was
doing what i love to
do. i was going to
mit. i looked out of
the window and out
the door and saw

that the school was
completely clear. i
was so excited! i

was so ready!
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